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1. Overview 
1. Arkadin was founded in 2001 and established itself with a range of remote audio, web, and 

video conferencing and unified communications services. It was acquired by NTT 

Communications in 2014. At the time, it had a global network of 52 operating centers in 32 

countries.  

2. NTT Communications provides consultancy, architecture, security and cloud services. It is part 

of the NTT Group companies that includes Dimension Data, NTT DOCOMO and NTT DATA. 

3. Arkadin launched a new “Digital Meeting Space” in North America last month called Arkadin 

Vision. It offers audio, video, and web conferencing. Arkadin believes Vision is simpler and 

more cost-effective than competitive solutions.  

2. Arkadin Vision 
1. This new conferencing service appears to be aimed at Zoom and LogMeIn. It is a web-based 

conferencing service. There is no desktop client or hardware.  

2. The key features Arkadin is stressing are: interoperable, PSTN audio conferencing included, and 

tools to drive adoption.  

3. Interoperability was defined as any device, any connection, anywhere. There was more 

emphasis on multi-device than multiple systems. You can join a conference from: a web 

browser, SfB client, video room system (SIP), mobile app, and/or PSTN dial-up.  

4. Vision leverages the latest WebRTC technologies, thus works best with Chrome and FireFox. 

Currently IE and Safari require some plugins.  

5. A moderator is required. The moderator can title the meeting space, control audio settings for 

users, lock the conference, and change the layout of the screen.  

6. Outlook integration is done with an Outlook plugin. Google calendar integration is available via 

a Chrome plugin.  

7. Screensharing often requires a browser extension. 

8. Vision uses Pexip infrastructure on the back end. PexIP offers strong interoperability and 

scalability. It has developed its own SfB interop, but it is not recognized or certified by 

Microsoft. Until recently nothing was, but now Microsoft has certified Polycom Group systems 

as a fully-fledged SfB client.   

9. Included in the price is an onboarding service called SmartStart that contains tips and tricks, 

training videos, and user tracking to facilitate adoption.  

3. Pricing and GTM 
1. There is a minimum of 50 licensed users. The service is primarily sold direct or via agents, but at 

least one partner has set up procurement through an ecommerce site.  

2. The list price is $19.99 per user – it’s a single plan offer. This includes support for up to 50 

participants. Call-back and toll-free services are additional.  
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3. The customer pays for 25% of the potential user-base. Example: a company with 5000 

employees, identifies a potential total need for 400 Vision users. The charge would be for 100 

licenses (25% of 400 users) at about $19 each or $1900/month. This makes the effective cost 

per user $4.75 for 400 users. After the first year, Arkadin will review actual usage during 

months 9, 10, 11 – and adjust upward if actual use is greater than 25%. This potentially higher 

percentage will be used to determine the price in year two.  

4. Opinion 
1. There is some very confusing messaging coming out of Arkadin. For example, they are really 

stressing interoperability, but also stress that a single vendor solution is best.  

2. The pricing model is overly complex.  

3. It strikes me as odd that Arkadin isn’t offering any hardware. Currently there is a lot of interest 

in huddle rooms and digital whiteboards. At a minimum, Arkadin could offer a packaged 

solution from its sister, Dimension Data. If customers solve the hardware, they will likely solve 

it with a competitive service such as Zoom or WebEx.  

4. The Arkadin service addresses basic audio, video, and web conferencing – not a market that 

particularly needs new competitors. It does not address how organizations could extend video 

into business processes. This is an area that Vidyo, Twilio, Cisco, and Microsoft are eyeing.  

5. Arkadin stressed interoperability, but seemed to focus more on multiple devices rather than 

multiple vendors. Although SfB was specifically named in the briefing, Cisco, Polycom, and 

Vidyo were not.  

6. The service has broad codec support, but is limited in UC and features. For example, each user’s 

meeting will use the credentials and link. A better model is to have unique links for each 

meeting and each participant.  

7. The Outlook integration puts the participant codes/links in the calendar including the 

moderator’s calendar. However, a moderator must be logged in to initiate the meeting. So if a 

moderator were to use a room system, they will have to take additional, manual measures to 

ensure he/she is prepared with the correct code.  

8. The clientless experience is incomplete because calendar integration with Outlook and Google 

require browser plugins. It is not a zero client solution.  

9. Participants are not able to control their own view – the moderator controls screen layout for 

all participants. This is relatively restrictive compared to other systems. Arkadin claims the 

approach reduces overall bandwidth.  

10. Arkadin is attempting to simultaneously transition its business away from audio conferencing 

while stressing its audio conferencing network (33 countries, 19 languages, 32 global data 

centers) as a feature. Since audio conferencing is included in the flat fee, it’s possible that 

organizations can save money by moving their audio conferencing traffic to Vision. Most IP 

solutions offer far superior audio quality than PSTN enabled services. Vision does support for 

the high quality OPUS codec.  

11. Arkadin could position Vision more aggressively as an audio conferencing service. Using OPUS 

for higher quality audio, but perhaps that is too disruptive to its current revenue.  


